Sometimes, a designer needs to share a "creation heritage" to support the generativity of his pairs, in the form of a book. What should be its content? The literature has shown that knowledge in such books might be fixating or defixating, leading to inconclusive results. Using recent advances in design theories we model the features of a heritage oriented towards generativity. Relying on the literary tradition in Cuisine, we validate our model. We show that transferring knowledge implies sharing objects structure, value criteria, desired unknowns, progress principles, and creative reasoning.
Introduction
How can knowledge heritage be generative? The transfer of knowledge is a well-known issue in engineering design. Several studies have underlined the importance of transferring knowledge in order to avoid losses of know-how after losing an employee (Dalkir, 2011) , to reproduce best practices in geographically dispersed firms (Szulanski, 1996) , to avoid rediscovering what is already known (Szulanski et al., 2004) and to transfer knowledge between partner organizations (Schulze et al., 2014) . However, the literature is rather inconclusive concerning the transfer of resources for creativity. Moreover, is it possible to "transfer" a knowledge OF creativity? What should be transferred in order to assure that the transfer keeps not only the heritage but keeps also the "creative" spirit in it? Indeed, this last facet of transferring knowledge heritage is not self-evident: in the one hand, research has highlighted that knowledge could limit and kill creativity, as knowledge can be fixing due to easily available knowledge (Jansson and Smith, 1991) and as core capabilities can transform in core rigidities under certain circumstances (Leonard-Barton, 1992) . In the other hand, scholars and practitioners have described the positive effects of knowledge on creativity and ideation, especially as knowledge quantity can influence the number of possible idea recombination (Mednick, 1962; Scott, 1999; Young, 2015) , as past knowledge helps to recognize the value of new knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990) , and as past knowledge can be a source for innovating product functionalities and meanings (Messeni Petruzzelli and Savino, 2014; De Massis et al., 2016) . Hence, we are invited to ask: how can one transmit a "creative heritage"? To answer this question we will rely on two building blocks: First, recent progresses in design theory (for a synthesis, see (Hatchuel et al., 2018) ) shows that knowledge plays an important role in generativity and that the structure of knowledge might be the critical feature to support creativity. Hence it might be possible to derive, from Design Theories, hypotheses on how an "heritage" can be a "creative heritage" or a "generative heritage". On the other hand, we will illustrate our findings thanks to the analysis of "generative heritages" in creative, cultural and luxury industry. This is particularly relevant because in those industries heritage plays a critical role, contributing to brand and product differentiation (Briot and De Lassus, 2014) , bringing brand identity and consumer appeal (Urde et al., 2007; Hudson, 2011) , being associated with brands' authenticity and reliability (Beverland, 2005 (Beverland, , 2006 and contributing to the perceived value of the brand (Wuestefeld et al., 2012) . Using cuisine books, written by important chefs that were eager to share their knowledge heritage and generativity with their colleagues, we will characterize the properties possessed by generative heritages. Furthermore, we propose a classification of types of generativity and we will show how the generativity associates with those properties. In this paper, we first review the literature on design, knowledge management, and transfer of knowledge for generativity. We then propose a theoretical model describing the properties of a generative heritage, and their relationship with several types of generativity. We then illustrate our theoretical model thanks to generative heritages from cuisine and finally we conclude the paper and propose some clues for future research.
Theoretical background
What do we know about generative heritages or making a heritage "creative"? Innovation and design are knowledge dependent and knowledge creating activities (Nonaka, 1994; Madhavan and Grover, 1998; Pitt and Clarke, 1999; von Krogh et al., 2000; Hatchuel and Weil, 2009) . Hence, the transfer of knowledge heritage is a subject of paramount importance for the survival and performance of organizations. Knowledge, skills and competences transfer is important in order to avoid losses of knowhow (Dalkir, 2011) , to reproduce best practices in geographically dispersed firms (Szulanski, 1996) , to avoid rediscovering what is already known by organizations (Szulanski et al., 2004) and to transfer knowledge between partner organizations (Schulze et al., 2014) . Hence, organizations are confronted to managing both spatial transfer of knowledge from one individual, team, department or geographical division to another (Argote et al., 2000) , as well as transfer of knowledge through time (De Massis et al., 2016) . However, transfer of knowledge is often difficult and time consuming (Arrow, 1969; von Hippel, 1994; Szulanski, 1996 Szulanski, , 2000 Tsai, 2001; Goh, 2002) . Indeed, several factors may affect knowledge transmission according to the stage of the process of knowledge transfer, and have its origins in characteristics of the knowledge transferred, of the source of knowledge, of the recipient of knowledge and of the context (Szulanski, 1996 (Szulanski, , 2000 . Nonetheless, the major barriers to internal knowledge transfer are knowledge-related factors such as the recipient's lack of absorptive capacity, causal ambiguity, and an arduous relationship between the source and the recipient (Szulanski, 1996) . Furthermore, the transfer of knowledge should ensure the maintenance and elicitation of the generative capacity of designers. We know certain cases in which a knowledge source (a designer) wanted to transfer a knowledge heritage to a recipient designer in order to make him more generative. Thus, we know some cases of generative heritages in domains like engineering design and industrial design: Nagel et al. (2017) reported how the need to establish instructional resources and best practices for teaching bioinspired design, lead those authors to teach to their students C-K design theory and bioinspired design. This generative heritage helped engineering students to incorporate to their knowledge bases design operators. These operators guided the exploration and transformation of both students and biology's knowledge bases, enabling the discovery and knowledge transfer process of bioinspired design from biology to engineering as well as from engineering to biology. Le Masson and Weil (2013) studied how engineering design theories and methods, that originated in Germany, gave to learners theories for helping them design new objects. Those theories gave to students both a language to describe existing objects, as well as frameworks to guide the elaboration of still unknown objects with the help of known objects. They were characterized by the mobilization of several languages of the object (namely functional, conceptual, embodiment and detailed languages) in a sequential manner and provided designers with theories of controlled expansion based on languages of the unknown.
Le Masson et al. (2016) reported how Bauhaus courses gave elements to design students not only to understand old and new styles, but also to create new styles. The authors described that thanks to Bauhaus' teaching, students were able to create a knowledge structure characterized by non-modularity and non-independence. That is, at each step of the design process, the designer could not use a deterministic law in order to choose the next property of the object. Moreover, each new step was critical and influenced the whole work. Furthermore, thanks to Bauhaus teaching, designers were able to learn a design process that helped them to be generically creative. This design process was based on a progressively accumulation of general languages on the object in a robust way. This accumulation was based on two principles: First, even if each step of the design process addressed 'parts' of the object, each step also addressed an aspect that was valid at the level of the whole object. Hence, each steps leaded to the 'validation' of one dimension of the 'whole' object. Second, the process of language accumulation was neither deterministic nor modular. It was based on transitions between languages that kept the possibility of multiple paths open at each level, and propagated the originality won at one level to the following level. This literature review helps us understand that knowledge transmission depends on the recipients' previous knowledge and ability to recognize the value of new knowledge (Szulanski, 1996) . Hence a recipient designer with good design capacities should exhibit a higher generativity after having assimilated a generative heritage with respect to a lesser prepared designer. Furthermore, knowledge transfer implies also the transfer of capacities to use this knowledge to design: heritage contains design operators. Moreover, we can also recognize that knowledge transfer can elicit a gain of different kinds of generativity, as the newly acquired knowledge base can help designers to design new objects: 1) without producing additional knowledge, 2/ while facilitating knowledge expansions, to fill identified knowledge voids either present in the new knowledge base, or already present in the recipient knowledge base, or 3) while enabling the generation of new unknowns, not originally present in the design space of the recipient designer nor in the design space carried by the heritage. (G) .We understand generativity as the capacity to generate a novel object with desired properties, different from any other known object and that cannot be deduced from existing knowledge (Hatchuel et al., 2011; Le Masson and Weil, 2013) . Hence, in order to characterise the effects of a knowledge heritage on generativity, we need a conceptual framework that let us model the generative reasoning responsible both for rule-based and innovative design. This framework must take into account the role of knowledge in the generative process, as well as knowledge expansions (i. e. the emergence of new knowledge domains, new knowledge structures and new description languages). In consequence, we will model a generative heritage using Design Theories. Indeed, Design Theories, and in particular C-K Theory, have proven their utility to model with success the generative reasoning of several creators like engineers, architects, designers, and artists (Hatchuel, 2005; Hatchuel and Weil, 2009 ). C-K theory models the design process as an interaction of two spaces: the concept space (C) and the knowledge space (K). Both spaces are constituted by propositions but they differ in terms of structure and logics: The knowledge space is constituted by propositions with a logical status (they are true or false), while the concept space is constituted by propositions without a logical status with respect to the knowledge space propositions. Concepts are interpretable propositions using the propositions in the K space. However, they are undecidable using this same knowledge, that is, we cannot say whether they are true or false. A design process starts with an initial Concept C0, an undecidable proposition in K space, formulated in a manner "There exists an object X having some properties Pi". The design process finishes when knowledge expansions guarantee the logical status of the proposition in the C-Space.
Taking advantage of the C-K theory, we can model the design reasoning of designer B as a C-K map, containing a space of knowledge (K), a space of concepts (C), and a set of operators representing the interactions between those two spaces (K -> K, K -> C, C -> K, C -> C). Designer B has a knowledge base (KB) and a set of instantiated concepts (CB) associated to his knowledge base. To accomplish a design task, designer B has to navigate between the C and K spaces thanks to operators, while expanding his knowledge base and partitioning his concept space. We can now develop our definition of a generative heritage as a collection containing a knowledge base (KH), a reservoir of concepts associated with this knowledge base (CH), and a set of C-K operators. We will model KH as composed by two subspaces: the object structure and the value criteria. And CH as also composed by two subspaces: the knowledge voids, and the progress principles: The object structure subspace (DPs) represents the several elements and their dispositions that the designer can use to design. We can find a parallel between this definition of the object structure and the design parameters of Axiomatic Design (Suh, 1990 (Suh, , 2001 . The different elements of the object structure can be related in several forms, through classifications, taxonomies, and facets. And those relationships can vary in their degree of strength and explicitness. The value criteria subspace (FRs) contains designers and user's beliefs, expectations, needs of desired outcomes. It is manifested through claims and sentences of desired states, desired functions, desired functional requirements, and performance criteria. It can be modelled as a functional domain (FR). Objects and conceptual models can be interpreted as associations between elements of the value criteria subspace and elements of the object structure subspace. The knowledge voids (mDPs) correspond to identified but missing elements of the object structure. The progress principles (PPs) are identified value criteria that possess no associated design parameters of the objects structure. They correspond to value criteria that are still waiting for a "mapping" to the objects structure, attributes, or properties. The conceptual and generative models provided by the expanded knowledge base of designer B (KB∪KH), augment recipient designer's generativity as a result of the combination of extant elements in both knowledge bases. Furthermore, the new knowledge base provides validation capacities to assure the alignment between KH and associated CH during the design process. However, in type I generativity, new knowledge expansions are dismissed or discouraged. Hence, recipient designers can modify an object contained in KH to prepare a new object while using the DPs and FRs proposed by KH, they can compose new objects by combining the DPs contained in KH, and they can recombine old DPs, from KB∪KH. Type II. Expansive generativity (Figure 1.c): In type II generativity, the generativity is not only the result of a combination of elements in KB∪KH but the result of new knowledge expansions. That means that knowledge expansions are encouraged, expected and primed. They concern both the extension of the elements of the object structure (DPs) and of the elements of the Value Criteria (FRs). They can be guided by several mechanisms: 1/ Identified voids in the object structure: KH can explicitly identify missing but desirable DPs (mDPs) and that are not contained in KB∪KH. Hence, a knowledge expansion is necessary; 2/ FRs without associated DPs: Sometimes, value criteria are not associated with elements of the object structure. Hence, knowledge expansions are also necessary; 3/ In certain occasions, the knowledge heritage gives guidance concerning where to search for filling the voids or mapping the FRs to DPs. Type III generativity (Figure 1.d) : In type III generativity, recipient designer is able to generate new unknowns with respect to the concepts already contained in both knowledge bases, that is to generate C0 not in CB∪CH. This class of generativity is possible thanks to the expansion of KB∪KH in directions primed by KH, and thanks to the research on new languages to describe the objects to be designed. 
Hypothesis
In the following sections we will validate and illustrate our theoretical proposition by answering to our research question through the following hypothesis: H1: 
Methodology
We will examine several "generative heritages" of a same domain in the creative and luxury industry: cuisine. Through history, cuisine has constantly been in search of novelty (Beaugé, 2013) . Furthermore, several renown Chef-creators have formalized their knowledge, and have transferred it to their pairs, in order to share with them a certain generative capacity (Fink, 1995; Beaugé, 2013; Rambourg, 2010; Opazo, 2016) . Hence, cuisine books offer to us a considerable amount of material thanks to which we can study generative heritage properties, and its relationship with generativity. We proceeded through a 2 stages process. First, starting from a corpus of cuisine books written in several epochs and languages, we retained the books that claimed to be "generative heritages". Then, we characterized the types of generativity and the characteristics of the knowledge heritage.
Book selection
In order to constitute a corpus of generative heritages, we have first selected a collection of 40 cuisine books written in different years from 1651 to 2017, available in French, Spanish or English language. This initial sample was selected because of their influence in the cooking world as described by sociologists and historians (Rambourg, 2010; Beaugé, 2013; Opazo, 2016) . The sample was also complemented by a selection of published books as recommended by experienced cuisine chefs to one of the authors. Using our theoretical proposition described in Section 3, we retained only the books in which the author claimed to have written a generative heritage as evidenced by three types of claims: The book describes a recipient designer (Collective value claim), it intends to give a complete heritage to the recipients (Completeness claim), and the heritage is intended to promote generativity (Novelty claim). Hence, we analysed the contents of the title, the preface, the introduction and the foreword of each book in order to search for the presence of each one of the three claim categories. Table 1 contains a description of each claim category and an example of found verbatims in books. In total, we classified 13 books as "generative heritages". In the rest of the paper, we will call a generative heritage a collection of books written by a same author or collective. We will illustrate our propositions using the generative heritages of three authors: 1/ François La Varenne writer of "Le Cuisinier François" (The French Cook) (La Varenne, 1651), 2/ Auguste Escoffier writer of "Le Guide Culinaire, aide-mémoire de cuisine pratique" (The Complete Guide to the Art of Modern Cookery) and Le Livre des Menus (The Menu Book) (Escoffier, 1903 (Escoffier, , 1907 (Escoffier, , 1912a (Escoffier, , 1912b (Escoffier, , 1921 , and 3/ elBulli, a collective lead by the chef Ferran Adrià, writers of several books describing the management of the elBulli restaurant (Adrià, 1998; Adrià et al., 2014) . 
Book analysis
Objects structure: In order to understand the objects structure proposed by the books of a same author, we have done first a text analysis. We have analysed the introduction of each book in order to find the general framework proposed by the author, as well as the actions undertaken by him and their consequences. Thanks to the introduction we have also analysed the environment in which the book was written, and the author's objectives. We have analysed the language used by the authors in the table of contents, as well as in the introductory paragraphs of each chapter. We have also done an analysis of the general logics and rules proposed by each author. We have complemented our approach with the analysis done by other scholars (mostly historians or sociologists). Once we have understood the books' object structure, we compare each structure with the other two structures. Value criteria: To elucidate the value criteria embedded in the knowledge base, we have done a text analysis in search for definitions of "desirable", and "good things" as expressed by the author. We also searched to highlight how those value criteria are linked to elements of the object structure concerning the production (process or routines descriptions) or the validation (time, temperature) processes. In addition, we conducted a text analysis in order to find author's recommendations to fulfil those requirements. That is, the relationships between value criteria and objects structure. Knowledge voids and progress principles: To elucidate the knowledge voids and the progress principles proposed by the authors, we have done a text analysis in order to find the "holes" clearly identified or suggested by the author and his structure. Moreover, we searched for author's recommendations to the manner of "filling" those "holes".
Results and discussion

H1: Generative heritages contains an object structure and value criteria in the Kspace, and knowledge voids and progress principles in the C-Space
François Pierre de La Varenne (1618-1678) wrote the cookbook "Le Cuisinier françois", published for the first time in 1651 (La Varenne, 1651). He was chef to the Marquis d'Uxelle. Until La Varenne's work, most cookbooks were written by maîtres d'hôtel instead of by cooks (Beaugé, 2013) . Before him, books were simply recipe repositories without much structure (Beaugé, 2013) . La Varenne's book organize the recipes according to a rational, modular logic (Fink, 1995; Beaugé, 2013) , creating an object structure that was useful to the management of the kitchen of his epoch: Products, like meats or vegetables, are listed and classified according to their availability in a certain moment of the year. For example, La Varenne specifies that ortolans (a particular species of little birds), could be found from Easter (in March, April) until the feast of St Remy (in January), while suckling pigs were available from the feast of St Remy until times of Lent (in March). Basic recipes, useful for several culinary preparations, are identified and described. This is the case for example of broths, useful for preparing several types of soups; as well as mushroom juice, useful for sauces and ragouts. Furthermore, recipes are separated by service (in Soups, Entrées, Second service, and Entremets). And they are also classified according to the liturgical year in "fat days", "lean days" and times of Lent. He details methods of preparation and conservation of several elements intervening during the cooking process as is the case for sauces, and "liaisons". Auguste Escoffier (1846 Escoffier ( -1935 elBulli was not a person but a restaurant led by the chef Ferran Adrià. elBulli's object structure clearly distinguishes several modules, and make an effort to work with the identity of the objects of cuisine: The module Products contains the set of raw materials and elements that can be used for conceiving a dish. They introduce a distinction between two kinds of products: non-elaborated products (like grapes or raw meat) and elaborated products (like wine, oil, chocolate or sugar). ElBulli gives to the reader an exhaustive list of products and new products used by the restaurant in particular years. They present the efforts they made to research new products coming from all around the world, as well as to how to use the normally discarded parts of products (for example they report the use of granadillas' skin). The module Elaborations contains a list of classes of culinary preparations that are classified according to a classification system that take roots on older classification like those of Carême and Escoffier. However, they extend the classical words with new ones issued from new techniques, or from foreign classifications (like "Spherification", "Nitro" or "Sashimi"). This classification system differs from the name of the courses used in elBulli. Techniques (applied to products) presents the several techniques and preparation modes undergone by one or several Products as well as by Elaborations. Examples of techniques are Cutting, Sphérification and Lyophilisation. Moreover, elBulli introduces the notion of Concept, a sort of generalisation of Carême's and Escoffier's nomenclature: for elBulli, a sauce is a Concept; a soup is a Concept. There is a relationship with the notion of elBulli's Concept and objects identities. In Technology, elBulli exposes the different tools, devices and utensils intervening in the transformation of Products and Elaborations. Typical culinary devices such as silicon moulds, frying pans and juice extractors are accompanied by freeze dryers, and coating drums, devices commonly used in chemistry laboratories. Recipes: During its existence, elBulli created several dishes. However, only 1846 dishes were given a number identifier, a name, and were served in the restaurant. They are inscribed in a repertory called the "Evolutive Catalogue". Furthermore, dispatched in several modules, elBulli works on a language of the reception of the dishes. They describe how the five senses play a role in the perception of the culinary preparations. elBulli identifies FRs like novelty, knowledge acquisition, and client satisfaction. Hence, all three analysed generative heritages propose object structures composed by several categories of DPs. However, the nature of the categories is different for each generative heritage. This differences, as well as the FRs, mDPs and PPs will have some consequences in the generativity that we will explore in the next subsections.
H2: Generative heritages possess at least type 0 generativity
The three analysed generative heritages contain a rich set of recipes that enable recipient designers to reproduce a huge amount of culinary preparations thanks to the presence of lists of ingredients, and descriptions of successive culinary operations. Furthermore, inside each book, authors expose their identified value criteria and propose to readers already tested recipes responding to those value criteria. Hence, recipient designers can choose one or several recipes from a previously validated list of dishes. Furthermore, the nomenclature introduced by the three shown generative heritages play a paramount role in Type 0 generativity, as selecting a named recipe among a set of validated recipes, is probably economic in terms of cognitive resources. (Table 2) : recipient designers can modify a recipe contained in the book to prepare a dish while using the DPs proposed by the book, they can compose new dishes by combining the DPs contained in the book, they can compose a Menu using recipes contained in the book but modifying them, using both the DPs and the FRs of the book, they can recombine old DPs, from the designers knowledge base or from KH, (like the ingredients of a particular dish) with a new DP from KH (a new type of elaboration). Thus, for example using Escoffier's objects structure new objects can be created by replacing the principal ingredient of a recipe with another, or by variating some of the elements used as garnish. This is in accordance with Fink's description of La Varenne's cookbook as composed by several modules thanks to which a new dish can be "conceived as a modular structure with variants, following the laws of a system of assembly and disassembly." (Fink, 1995) . Nonetheless, elBulli's generative heritage do not invite recipient designers to use strategies leading to Type I generativity as evidenced by the few number of verbatims found. This can be partially explained because more than a cookbook, elBulli literary production describes the restaurants life in search for novelty, subject of the next subsection. (Table 4) . Escoffier see in science a source of future evolutions: "In a word, cuisine, without ceasing to be an art, will become scientific and should submit its formulae, often still too empirical, to a method and a precision that will leave nothing to chance". The set of creative techniques of elBulli structure the acquisition of new knowledge in a controlled manner. Furthermore, type III generativity is also attained thanks to the introduction of new languages to describe the objects to be designed. In particular, elBullis' generative heritage make an effort to describe the reception of the dishes. They develop conceptual models about the influence of commensal's knowledge on the reception of the culinary experience and about the role played by the five senses with food (Adrià, 1998) : "when contemplating a canvas, a sculpture, a movie, a piece of music, the produced emotion can be perceived through the senses. It is the same in the case of cuisine, where the senses enable our brain to receive this sensation". They develop a language about dishes presentation, forms, colours, temperatures and textures that the recipient designer should continue to construct in order to create new disjunctions. 
Generative heritages possess type II generativity
Conclusion
In this paper, through the exploration of the characteristics of a generative heritage, we demonstrate that knowledge heritage integrates a generativity dimension. Besides the transfer of skills and competences, transferring knowledge implies also transferring unknowns, desires, value criteria, progress principles, and even creative reasoning. Furthermore, we verify that, as predicted by design theory, there exists a variety of generative heritages, that can be classified according to their generativity. In the case of cuisine, we see that during time, certain forms of generativity are developed, while others are lost or forgotten. We should keep in mind that the "recipient" of the generative heritage may play a paramount role in the transfer. The gain or lost in generativity, is probably related to recipient's previous knowledge base. Hence, it would be interesting to deepen the understanding of the interactions between previous recipient's knowledge base and the transferred generative heritage. Moreover, we characterize the generative heritages of cuisine. It would also be interesting to go further in the analysis of formalized generative heritages in other domains, like engineering, architecture and art handbooks. For those who wants to transfer their generative heritage, this paper gives them a general framework thanks to which they can keep in mind the importance of transferring conceptual models, as well as progress principles and knowledge voids. This paper also invites practitioners involved in knowledge management to think about new forms of knowledge management, more oriented to generativity. We have already begun to experiment new methods and processes of generative knowledge management in a luxury champagne house that will be the object of a future publication.
